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Abstract 
After more than a decade of conflict, the United States is drawing down defense spending. 
The Defense Department must cope with declining resources at a time when it also faces 
persistent global threats and is under pressure to modernize aging systems to deter future 
competitors.  
Faced with declining defense budgets, aging weapon systems, and growing personnel costs, 
the Department of Defense (DoD) must avoid austerity measures that result in a “hollow 
force” and focus on how to maintain and enhance key capabilities at reduced cost. 
Many U.S. allies faced similar challenges more than a decade ago and opted to transform 
their military structure to concentrate on their core competency of deterrence and national 
defense. Their efforts included migration of uniformed personnel to combat/combat support 
functions, privatization of infrastructure, and the use of public/private partnerships to buy 
outcomes, versus equipment and services. By highlighting numerous successful precedents, 
this paper explores how industry and government as partners can support enhanced 
operational agility and affordability. 
Introduction 
After more than a decade of conflict, the United States is drawing down defense 
spending comparably to prior post-conflict reductions as shown in Figure 1. Unlike past 
drawdowns, however, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) at the same time is challenged 
with deterring persistent threats of terrorism, modernizing aging systems, and continuing 
operations with U.S. allies. 
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 Defense Spending 
(Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessment, 2011) 
U.S. policy-makers can learn from global allies that have faced similar challenges. 
For example, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and the United Arab Emirates each 
transformed their military structure to concentrate on core competencies of deterrence and 
conflict resolution. Key actions included 
 migration of uniformed personnel to only combat/combat support functions, 
 employment of public/private partnerships (PPP) to buy outcomes (versus 
equipment and services), and 
 formation of commercial joint ventures to assure industrial capability to 
support readiness. 
These actions may be a reasonable strategic framework for the DoD to consider. 
Focus on Combat Operations 
As Table 1 highlights, a significant portion of current DoD personnel is engaged in 
occupations not directly tied to military operations, a ratio of nine support personnel for 
every “trigger puller.” As the U.S. military considers force reduction, it is imperative that the 
nation retain the essential military capability elements. In the private sector, companies 
typically review core functions to be retained and non-core functions to either engage a 
partner or outsource. 
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Table 1. Total U.S. Active Duty and DoD Civilian Personnel  
(Defense Manpower Data Center [DDMC], 2011) 
Total U.S. Active Duty and DoD Civilian Personnel 







   192,000   33,000    226,000 n/a    226,000 
Other 1,019,000 215,000 1,234,000 784,000 2,018,000 
Ratio—tail: tooth       5:1     6:1       5:1 n/a       9:1 
The DoD achieved positive results with a similar drawdown during the Clinton 
administration. This drawdown resulted in unprecedented industrial support for OEF and 
OIF. Rather than weaken combat capability by reducing wings, retiring ships, or reducing 
combat units, the DoD and services could evaluate functions that are not directly engaged in 
the core missions of deterrence and military action. Those non-essential functions may be 
considered for private sector partnership. Potential non-essential functions include 
 financial accounting/independent audits, 
 logistics (supply chain and distribution), and 
 data center operations. 
Outsourcing such functions could yield a 10–15% reduction in personnel, resulting in 
20–30% cost savings (Schofield, 2008). 
Purchasing Outcomes 
The DoD’s challenge to modernize the force while maintaining high readiness places 
significant pressure on R&D and procurement accounts. Historic approaches may not 
sufficiently deter against an aggressive peer competitor and increases already 
overburdened life-cycle costs. In this area, our allies have demonstrated the value of 
public/private partnerships, third-party financing, and buying outcomes to enable required 
modernization without upfront capital outlay. 
The United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and Singapore rely on outcome-based 
service contracts for training and other non-combat functions. In these areas, they 
competitively select industry providers. These countries buy “trained pilots” and allow 
industry to resource the infrastructure of trainers, simulators, and schoolhouses. The United 
Kingdom uses similar approaches for “white fleet tankers” and SAR helicopters. 
After the United Kingdom reduced their defense budget by nearly 30% in the late 
1990s as a result of the Cold War peace dividend, their involvement in the Afghanistan and 
Iraq conflicts in 2000 and on pushed defense spending up. Rapidly escalating budget 
constraints created tremendous pressure to reengineer defense spending in order to deliver 
needed capability while simultaneously improving cost and performance. 
Establishing a goal to reduce cost by 20% by 2006, the United Kingdom transitioned 
to “availability contracting,” paying industry for a specified level of availability over long-term 
contracts with incentives to reduce support costs and make weapon systems more reliable 
and efficient. This shift from buying “inputs” (parts, labor, and services) to contracting for 
“outputs” (availability and capability) instituted a new approach based on partnering with 
industry and leveraging industry’s capital infrastructure.  
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In developing these “innovative” partnerships, the Ministry of Defense 
considers itself at the cutting edge of defence management innovation in an 
area of public policy where the UK leads the world. (Uttley, 2006) 
By 2008, this approach generated cumulative savings of approximately £1.4 billion 
while simultaneously achieving performance improvements. Additionally, this business 
model enabled the United Kingdom Ministry of Defense (MOD) to focus on combat 
operations while utilizing industry partnerships and capabilities for weapon system 
sustainment activities. 
An additional model of how PPP brings value to both the taxpayer and the warfighter 
is the Singapore Basics Wings Course (Services Partnership). Under this PPP, which began 
in 2008, Lockheed Martin provides the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) with the 
highest quality turnkey training solution available to undergraduate pilots. Lockheed Martin 
acquired and maintains a fleet of trainer aircraft and ground-based training systems to meet 
the hardware requirements for the RSAF’s basic wings flying training. This allows the RSAF 
to focus on its core business of performing flying training without the need for any capital 
outlay or to attend to life-cycle logistics support. 
Based on those results, the DoD is moving forward to expand PPPs that combine the 
best of government with the best of industry to improve operational readiness while reducing 
or eliminating costs. The following are three recent examples: 
 F-22 Raptor: The F-22 partnership with Ogden Air Force Base provides all of 
the touch labor depot maintenance under supervision from Lockheed Martin 
through a direct commercial sales agreement. Lockheed Martin is the 
performance-based logistics integrator, responsible for the overall supply 
support and engineering performance of the aircraft. Over the past eight 
years, this PPP has delivered O&M savings of $500 million and $25 million 
per year in manpower savings (Air Force Program Executive Office for F-22, 
2008). 
 Kelly Aviation: The T-56 Engine partnership between Lockheed Martin’s 
Kelly Aviation and the Oklahoma Air Logistics Complex Center offers “nose-
to-tail” aircraft maintenance, modifications, and state-of-the-art upgrades for 
aircraft built by Lockheed Martin and other manufacturers. Since this 
partnership began, Lockheed Martin has been able to increase the availability 
of the engine (time-on-wing) by more than 40% while reducing the engine 
repair turnaround time by 50%. Additionally, Lockheed Martin has allowed the 
Air Force to maintain mission readiness at a reduced cost by providing 100% 
on-time delivery with a 99.9% defect-free quality delivery.  
 H-60 Tip-to-Tail: Managed by Military Helicopter Support Company 
(MHSCo)—a Lockheed Martin/Sikorsky joint venture partnership with the 
U.S. Navy—has been providing supply support to a fleet of Navy H-60s since 
2003. This partnership requires MHSCo to manage the supply chain and 
provide as-needed repair to more than 1,250 aircraft components and 
subsystems. MHSCo partners with 25 original equipment manufacturers and 
five government depots, and incorporates industry’s collective best practices 
and in-depth knowledge of the H-60 to enable and incentivize effective and 
affordable sustainment support to customers. The PPP has been the key 
enabler to the success of the tip-to-tail performance-based logistics programs 
(O’Hatnick, 2012). 
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Strong consideration for use of the approaches in areas such as training, mobility, SAR, 
ASW, and similar activities may be evaluated by the DoD. 
Forming Joint Ventures 
Another example that effectively combines the best of government with the best of 
industry is the Advanced Military Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul Center (AMMROC), a 
joint venture enterprise between Mubadala, Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, and Lockheed 
Martin Corporation. 
Situated in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, UAE, AMMROC is their vehicle to provide a 
fully integrated military aircraft, supply chain, modification/upgrade, and maintenance, repair, 
and overhaul (MRO) facility serving military aircraft in the South Asia/Middle East/North 
Africa (SAMENA) region. Led by CEO Fahed Ghareeb Al Shamesi, AMMROC is committed 
to delivering a fully integrated MRO support program within the region. 
As an MRO center for excellence for all fixed and rotary-wing aircraft in the SAMENA 
region, the mission of AMMROC is to provide industry best maintenance service and 
support for military customers by 
 unifying all logistic and maintenance efforts into a single entity, 
 coordinating all required OEM and third-party contractors, and 
 combining all supply chain authority under one entity. 
By accessing regionally available resources and injecting a highly trained, skilled workforce 
and pioneering new technology, AMMROC will enable the UAE, and all its customers, to 
maintain mission readiness and sustainability while enjoying the reduced costs afforded by a 
newly established mission-critical supply and value chain. The AMMROC joint venture 
effectively combines the best of government with the best of industry to improve operational 
readiness while reducing or eliminating costs. 
Summary 
Faced with challenges such as declining defense budgets, aging weapon systems, 
and growing personnel costs, the DoD may consider innovative business arrangements to 
meet current challenges. Challenging times call for innovative solutions based on a solid 
foundation of empirical evidence. As cited in this paper, there are viable alternatives—based 
on successful global precedents—that build on strong government/industry partnerships to 
reduce costs while ensuring combat-ready personnel. 
Migration of military personnel to combat-only functions, use of outcome-based 
partnerships, and industrial joint ventures have demonstrated the ability to retain 
performance while reducing cost by 20% or more and are becoming standard practice in 
Australia, Canada, and other nations. Use of these approaches in areas such as supply 
chain, distribution, data center operations, depot maintenance, training, mobility, SAR, ASW, 
and similar areas may be evaluated by the policy-makers to enhance global security. 
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